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Not a Newsletter,!! 

Why is this not a Newsletter?? 
 

Because I have NO NEWS!!! 
(So why write this crap anyhow??) 

Well, Simon has already sent an email, warning of an AGM on 23rd  Feb at the Melton Constable, Seaton 

Sluice, at 7.30 p.m..  And as  before,  you will be bribed with free sandwiches to get you to attend.   

And, though Simon has already emailed it to you, the agenda is also at the end of this newsletter. (I always 

used to send this agenda out by snail mail before all the e-mailing, and I know virtually all of you will have it 

now by email, but even so I am also  sending it because, as before,  I cannot cure myself of the habit.) 

So, WHY IS THERE NO NEWS? 

Well. Where does news come from?  - in the winter????   Maybe in winter  I could have an article or two 

from someone,  or have got news of a winter project  while at a club night. But that involves meeting people 

and for much of the winter I have been very restricted, while recuperating from a hip replacement. (BIG 

NEWS!  Last week  I  managed to start the Dommi with the repaired leg!!) 

I did get to the Christmas gathering – my first outing to anywhere.  I was somewhat perturbed that the 

pavement in from of the pub door was a sheet of ice!  If a  fall??  - not good -------Why not salt it?  If they 

had run out of salt, I am sure someone could have told them where they could find lots of salt water ------. 

Unlike pre-covid, there was only one choice for the menu, and that was a bit “bog-standard-Christmas”, but 

at the time reports were appearing in the press that pubs were in financial trouble and were cutting down on 

menus due to the general financial stress, so there could have been a good reason.   

Anyhow all were very happy, and it was great to see so many members again. On emerging from the dining I 

was very cheerily greeted by a second group outside in the bar, who seemed to be NOC members who did 

not want to pay for the meal, and who were re-enforced by some non members who looked a bit like the 



BSA owners to me.  Anyhow there was a time when we did a couple of joint Christmas meals with the BSA 

owners, and I remember them once joining us at Yetholm. But my hip had gone  about as far as it could go at 

that time of the evening , so I  waved them goodbye and negotiated the ice rink outside the door.  Lizzie took 

me home. 

Since then, after the busy programme I have on Thursdays (why does EVERYONE plan all events on 

Thursdays?), and having returned from the evening Spanish class and been fed by my wife, I regret I have 

just felt too tired to go out to a club night in the winter weather and darkness. But, things are picking up, both 

weather and physically, so I will definitely make it to the AGM.  

My own Tech news. 

(Once upon a time, the word  “Technology” meant building something like Concorde.  Now the word 

“Technology” seems to mean something like “Take away pizza.com”.  Do people today actually know what 

technology really is?  Could they, today, build something like Concord??).  Anyhow my technology has 

involved spending an hour or so at a time in the shed, giving the bike its winter service and fitting a RGM 

Side Stand to the featherbed frame.. 

Interestingly there has been stuff about side stands and modern fuels in “Roadholder”.  My Norvil side stand 

also snapped off (at the bracket – the outer part, a grainy piece of cast iron).  This bit and the leg got returned 

to Norvil (“It has never happened before”).  Later the leg was found for sale on EBay. I bought it back cheap 

and with the help of Mackem John bodged up a replacement for the outer part of the clamp.  But it was never  

that good and got more and more wobbly over the years  and after the loaded bike tried to squash Lizzie by 

falling on top of her, (how to squash your wife!) I bought a RGM stand. 

This comes with something like a PHD thesis on side stand design and fitting.  Of course there is the hassle 

of removing all the primary stuff  to get at the frame.  But RGM’s instructions say that no two featherbeds 

seem to have been the same as regards height off the ground, height of exhaust pipe etc. SO they make the 

bracket with too much metal on it and if you need increase the angle of lean, or the height of the stand when 

raised, they tell you to grind away excess metal until you get the result you want.  And they tell you where to 

grind. If you get into this,  a warning – don’t grind in the most obvious places as the actual contact may be 

happening elsewhere.  I resorted to engineers “Blue” and should have done so sooner as I “Overground” a bit 

in the wrong places.  The stand has yet to see action but looks reassuringly solid after its predecessor, and 

with a  powerful spring. 

Then there is fuel.  Bike came off the road just before my “op” at the end of October.  I had followed the 

same practise as on our boat – fill the tank to the top to avoid condensation inside. I had also drained the 

carburettor.  At the end of  January – not that long later – the engine would not start.  Flood liberally – kick – 

a few “puffs” – and dead.  Repeat  “x” times with the same result. I checked all the normal things and all was 

correct. So I drained about a third of the tank, then shook the bike vigorously, and tried again. It started 

immediately, running like the proverbial sewing machine. (I then fit the fairing and it now sounded like the 

proverbial bag of nails). 

Anyhow E5 fuel can clearly start to separate out in 3 months!! 

Sorry  - that’s all “Me!  Me! Me!”, but lets all combine our  efforts and create LOTS OF NEWS 
 in 2023!!! 

 

Simon’s  AGM  stuff follows. 

 

John – still the scribe -    (HAS ANYONE AN ARTICLE???) 
 

#Officers - - - 

Chairman: Bob Tym.  01670 517949.    robert.tym@googlemail.com  

Secretary:  Simon Murray.  01670  785792.  mob 07483 888801 . simon@barmoor.com. E-mail will be best.  

Money scrounger:       Alan Millar. Tel 01670 853223  mob 07734402110 better text  than e-mail,  though e-mail is ok Scribe :         

John Powell.  Tel 0191 281 8116. .  Mobile:07802 257800.   jnoandlizpowell@yahoo.co.uk

 

 

 



 



 


